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Composition of Java-based Router Elements and its
Application to Generalized Video Multicast
Yu Dong David K. Y. Yau John C. S. Lui

Abstract— We describe a software router capable of flexible
service composition through plug and play of specialized Java
software modules. These Java modules – previously developed for
network simulation in the J-Sim project – are leveraged for actual
deployment on our router through a JSocket class of objects.
Our system provides significant software engineering benefits
of simplified code development and safe composition/reuse of
various router components. These benefits have proved highly
useful in implementing new network services for emerging application needs. In particular, we present a paradigm of generalized
multicast with application to large-scale video streaming. We
detail the performance of our prototype implementation in terms
of efficiency (when compared with a native C implementation)
and its ability to satisfy the dynamic resource capabilities of
a heterogeneous set of receiver end-systems including mobile
handheld devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet is expanding in scale and increasing in diversity. For example, mobile devices (laptops, handhelds, cell
phones, etc.) are increasing in capability and are being connected to the network in larger numbers. New applications and
services are being conceived and developed for the changing
network environment.
To keep up with the evolving needs of the Internet, softwareprogrammable routers are promising. They provide a highly
flexible way to extend existing network protocols and configure protocol components according to the needs of emerging
applications. With such a router, new services can be readily started by hot-swapping the configuration file of router
modules, without shutting down the router. This feature is
important for new service deployment and system resource
management. Current composable routers predominantly support OS kernel modules implemented in C/C++. Click, for
example, provides an element-based router architecture, in
which elements (each being a Linux loadable module realizing
a simple router function) can be configured for customized
per-flow processing of packets. Deploying router functions as
compiled C/C++ kernel modules has the advantage of being
highly efficient.
Unfortunately, kernel modules – particularly modules that
can be safely composed and reused – can be quite hard
to develop. Weak data typing, lack of well-defined module
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interfaces, possibly intricate data dependencies between modules, platform dependence, absence of fault isolation, and an
unfamiliar development and execution environment to most
programmers, are some of the major stumbling blocks. The
use of a modern object oriented language, like Java, will
solve some of the problems. For example, Java is platform
independent and has much stronger type checking than C/C++.
By design, it explicitly disallows many of the “dangerous”
operations, such as reckless memory management and pointer
manipulations, that one can perform with C/C++. However,
the unconstrained use of Java objects will not guarantee safe
composition of these objects without unintended side effects.
In particular, Java is susceptible to the hyperspaghetti object
and subsystem phenomenon [13], in which objects can be so
tightly and invisibly coupled together that it is difficult to
extract classes in one system for reuse in another.
The J-Sim project [12] has implemented a software infrastructure for flexible large-scale network simulations. In J-Sim,
protocol components are written in Java, but must conform to
the requirements of the autonomous component architecture
(ACA). In ACA, components communicate with one another
by sending/receiving data at their entry points, called ports.
The semantics of data exchanges are defined through certain
contracts that are agreed upon at design time. A contract
specifies the casuality of information exchange between components but not the types of the components participating
in the exchange. A component is bound to contracts, rather
than other components that interact with it. Binding contracts
at design time and components at system configuration time
eliminates the hyper-spaghetti phenomenon. Our work enables
the use of J-Sim ACA components for actual deployment on
operational routers, rather than for simulations.
A. Our contributions
Our contributions in this paper are three fold. First, we
realize a software router that can support the use of ACA
components as building blocks of router services. This is
done by integrating ACA into the CROSS/Linux software
router [3] we have previously developed. Compared with
existing modular routers, the target router will provide software engineering benefits of easier code development and
safe composition and reuse of router components. Second,
we leverage the significant code base of J-Sim protocol simulation modules for deployment on operational routers. This
will greatly facilitate the development and experimentation
of new network services while exploiting the rich body of
complementary protocol functions developed in the Internet,
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IntServ, and DiffServ contexts. In particular, we have applied
our platform to generalized multicast of scalable video to a
set of heterogeneous video receivers (e.g., desktops, laptops,
and handhelds). IP multicast components, including IGMP
and DVMRP, and other J-Sim components, are immediately
leveraged on the router control plane. In addition, we have
implemented an adaptation mechanism for video clients to
negotiate the desired quality of video with appropriate routers.
(The functions of duplicating and scaling received video
packets are implemented in a separate module of the router
forwarding plane.) Third, we have evaluated the performance
of our prototype implementation in terms of efficiency (when
compared with a native C implementation) and its ability to
satisfy the dynamic resource capabilities of a heterogeneous
set of video receivers (particularly the energy capacity of
mobile handheld devices).
B. Related work
Component-based synthesis of routing protocols has been
advanced in x-kernel [8], and adopted to different extents in
recent extensible routers [4], [1], [10]. The existing platforms,
including x-kernel and Click, predominantly support compiled
software modules implemented in C/C++, which can be quite
hard to safely compose and reuse. Java-based software routers
have been described in [11]. Our work in supporting J-Sim
and ACA components goes further than simply using Java.
Java by itself is susceptible to the hyper-spaghetti object
and subsystem phenomenon, which can make it exceedingly
difficult to extract objects from one system for reuse in another
system.
Our generalized multicast service realizes adaptive streaming of scalable video to a set of heterogeneous receivers.
While this is conceptually similar to previous work in scalable
video streaming [5], our work is distinguished in two respects.
First, we have carefully detailed the impact of our service
in the increasingly important area of energy adaptation for
mobile clients. We have also performed careful analysis of
the energy impact on different system components, including
display, network interface, and local processing, on a pocket
PC. Second, our implementation demonstrates directly the
feasibility of leveraging and reusing software components
previously developed for a different goal (namely, network
simulation) in actual router deployment. Not only does it
validate the software engineering benefits and accompanying
performance impact of our work, but it also opens up interesting possibilities of mixing matching software components
for hybrid network simulation, emulation, and real deployment
between machines. There has been similar work to extend the
NS network simulator to support network emulation [2].
Luby et al. [7] have studied negotiation protocols that adapt
application performance to available network bandwidth. Our
work similarly targets resource-aware applications, but generalizes such adaptation to include receiver system resources
such as CPU and energy capacities.
II. A SSIMILATING J-Sim ROUTER C OMPONENTS
J-Sim [12] is a compositional network simulation environment. It is built upon a component-based software architecture,

called the autonomous component architecture (ACA), and a
packet-based network modeling framework, called the extensible internetworking framework (EIF). In ACA, a software
system is composed of a collection of components. ACA
organizes the components with the interface of Ports to
communicate with the outside. The ability to handle data in
independent execution contexts, along with the fact that components are bound to one another only at system configuration
time, enables a component to be autonomous (hence the name
of the architecture), and be reused in other software systems.
The EIF model in J-Sim is built upon two layers: the core
service layer (CSL) and the upper protocol layer (UPL). CSL
includes the common internetworking services to the clients
such as routing table services, interface services, etc. The
component modules in UPL, such as application, transport,
and routing protocols use the CSL services. Many of the JSim service components (e.g., routing protocols components in
UPL, common services components in CSL) are in principle
detailed enough to fully function in a real system as discussed
in [12]. One of our tasks is to provide a generic mechanism for
the simulation modules to run seamlessly on a router platform
in practice.
An initial design issue for deploying J-Sim components
is to enable the components to communicate over an actual
network. We have defined a physical network access socket
component, called JSocket, that interfaces the CSL of J-Sim
with a physical network. JSocket is implemented in Java,
and is designed to conform to the specification of an active
ACA component. An ACA component is considered to be
active if it is a data source that generates data inside the
component and sends the data to other components through
its connecting ports. JSocket may be considered a data source
when receiving data from the actual network. JSocket can
interface with other ACA components through its input and
output ports. These ports can be connected to the down port
of a Packet Dispatcher component of CSL to send/receive
data. Hence, a pair of CSL components running on different
machines are able to communicate with each other through
their corresponding JSockets.
A second issue we faced is that in J-Sim, simulation
messages are frequently sent between nodes in a simplified
format (e.g., without full protocol headers, or by passing buffer
pointers instead of the data themselves) for efficiency reasons.
Such optimizations will not work for real communication
between machines, since the message packets sent by the J-Sim
service and routing protocol components will be known to JSim only, and are different from the standard routing protocol
message formats. Thus, the messages cannot be recognized
and used by a peer router talking the same protocol. To handle
the problem, we incorporate a packet format conversion function into JSocket, which converts packets between the J-Sim
formats and the standard network packet formats, including
full header encapsulation. The packet conversion function,
Packet convert, is shown in Figure 1 which illustrates
the internal structure of a JSocket.
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of various router resources (e.g., CPU cycles and network
bandwidth). Whereas the forwarding plane of CROSS/Linux
processes packet flows, its control plane runs supporting
services such as routing (e.g., OSPF, RIP and DVMRP) and
signaling (e.g., SIP and RSVP) daemons. We now explain
the leveraging of certain J-Sim components (e.g., DVMRP
and IGMP) on CROSS/Linux to support heterogeneous video
multicast.
A. Paradigm of generalized multicast service

As motivated in Section I, heterogeneous end systems
have access to different system resources, including CPU
capacity, network bandwidth, and energy capacity in the case
Process
of mobile devices. Large-scale data distribution (e.g., video
Process
streaming) over such heterogeneous networks is especially
DVMRP
Control IGMP
OSPF
IGMP
challenging because it must be scalable to a large number
of receivers to be economically viable and, at the same time,
CSL
CSL
be amenable to customization to cater to different customer
SWITCH
needs. Scalability suggests that resources should be shared by
JSocket
JSocket
receivers whenever feasible to amortize distribution costs. On
the other hand, the need for customization suggests that, when
receivers are heterogeneous, their payloads should be properly
differentiated
along the distribution pathways. To satisfy the
Host
CROSS Router
dual
goals
of
sharing
and differentiation, we define a paradigm
Integrated Javasim routing services on host
Integrated Javasim routing services on CROSS router
of generalized multicast service (GMS).
Fig. 2. CROSS/Linux routers configured with JSockets.
In GMS, a single transmission along a shared link can be
used to satisfy a group of receivers, similar to traditional IP
multicast. In addition, it allows flow group specific operations
Also shown in Figure 1 are two special methods that make to be defined at branch points in a distribution tree. These
JSocket conform to the ACA specification for active compo- features together enable receiver differentiation to be applied
nents: (1) Process() that processes incoming data, and ( not only at the sender, but also at routers corresponding to
2) start() that generates outgoing data. In Process(), strategic places inside the network infrastructure. In-network
we use a client socket to send J-Sim messages generated by deployment gives two benefits. First, prior to differentiation,
other J-Sim components to the actual network, after packet transmissions can be shared, claiming multicast economy of
conversion. In start(), a server socket listens for and scale. Second, differentiation may be unforeseen at the sender,
receives data from the actual network. Received data are such as response to congestion on selected network paths, and
converted into J-Sim message objects. and then sent to other so must be performed at network routing points.
J-Sim components through JSocket’s output port.
Apart from message conversion, a runtime environment in
J-Sim automatically establishes connections between compo- B. Implementation on CROSS/Linux by leveraging J-Sim comnents according to certain simulation scripts. All the compo- ponents
nents of UPL and CSL are automatically instantiated and conWe have implemented GMS for wavelet video streaming
nected by the simulator runtime according to the description [5]. Each GMS client can request to receive a certain qualof a router node in a simulation script. In actual deployment, ity level of video consistent with its capability and current
we do not have the simulation runtime. Therefore, we need to operating conditions (e.g., CPU load, remaining battery, and
explicitly configure each component with other components, available network bandwidth). On the CROSS/Linux router
through the correct ports. Figure 2 illustrates an example control plane, we reuse the J-Sim IP multicast components,
router configuration that runs IP multicast as adapted J-Sim including DVMRP and IGMPv2, to maintain the routing and
components between two actual machines.
video quality information of members in a wavelet video multicast group. The IGMP component maintains the local mulIII. G ENERALIZED M ULTICAST S ERVICE
ticast group information (e.g., member join/leave). DVMRP
Our router implementation is based on CROSS/Linux [3]. maintains the multicast routing information among routers.
CROSS/Linux uses Click elements for service composition. Both components rely on services from the CSL, like routing
Beyond Click, CROSS/Linux has significantly enhanced re- table management, packet dispatching, etc. Each protocol
source management capabilities, such as flow-based schedul- message augmented with video quality level information is
ing (Click scheduling is element based), fine grained pre- sent to the PacketDispatch component of CSL, from which the
emption of packet processing, and QoS-aware provisioning packets are passed to JSocket. JSocket converts the messages
Fig. 1.

Internal structure of the JSocket component.
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to actual protocol packets and sends them on to the destination
machines.
In addition, we build a separate component for clients
to negotiate the desired quality of video with appropriate
routers. As part of IP multicast routing, each router maintains
a routing table of the current set of downstream recipients
(which is either a next-hop router or a client) for the multicast
group. We augment the multicast routing table to include the
video quality requested by each recipient. For example, our
system supports Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) encoded
video, which consists of a base layer of low frequency video
information, and progressive enhancement layers of higher
frequency information. The video is encoded in 33 progressive
layers and therefore supports 33 video quality levels. The
best quality level is level one consisting all the 33 layers.
The lowest quality level of 33 has the base layer only. For a
router, say , assume that there are currently  downstream
recipients. We denote by  the quality level requested by
has an upstream router  for
recipient  
  . If
the multicast group, it will then request a quality level of
   from  .
Using the routing and video quality information maintained
by the control plane, the CROSS/Linux forwarding plane
is responsible for forwarding received video data to each
downstream recipient, after appropriate scaling of the video
quality to that requested by the downstream. The function of
duplicating and scaling received packets for the downstream is
implemented as a standard CROSS/Linux element, called gmc,
on the multicast data path of the forwarding plane.
The gmc element manages a local forwarding table that
records the downstream recipients of a video being streamed,
together with the video quality levels currently requested by
each of the recipients. Whenever there is any change in the
GMS routing table managed by the control plane (e.g., when
clients join/leave or change their desired video quality level),
gmc updates its local forwarding table accordingly through a
kernel write file handler associated with GMS routing table.
Also, a 7-bit tag in each video packet identifies the layer of
the carried video information. By comparing the 7-bit tag of a
video packet with the quality level requested by a downstream
recipient, gmc can efficiently decide whether the packet should
be forwarded to that recipient or not.
C. Adaptation mechanism of GMS
In practice, the video quality level requested by a client
should change according to the current network conditions,
local system resource availability, etc. For example, network
congestion or signal interference may cause excessive drop of
video packets for a wireless client, and may lead to severe
degradation of the video quality. Also, the battery of a PDA
device may be running low and cannot support the highest
quality for the whole duration of the video. It is important
that GMS provides feedback control to monitor and adapt to
these variations over time.
Our adaptation mechanism runs on the control plane of
CROSS/Linux. At each end system, a negotiate client
process monitors in real time the available system resources –

currently, CPU utilization, battery power, and network bandwidth. When the estimated availability of a resource changes
by more than a certain threshold, an end system may request
a new video quality level from the routers. On receiving the
new requested quality level, a negotiate server daemon
process running on a CROSS/Linux router will update the GMS
routing table, which will in turn change the gmc forwarding
table as discussed above. The new video quality information
will also eventually be propagated to relevant upstream routers
through DVMRP augmented to handle the additional quality
information.
Consider, for example, adapting to available network bandwidth. For our wavelet video experiments, we have a per-video
profile of the expected data rate for each quality level. The
profile is contained in a table called rate table accessible
to the video clients. When an end system measures an achieved
packet arrival rate (averaged over a time window currently
set to be one second and denoted as sample rate) that
is lower than expected by the current quality level, say  ,
the end system will use rate table to look up the highest
quality level, say  , that can be supported by the measured
actual packet arrival rate. Through negotiate client, it
will then request a quality level of  (    ) from the routing
infrastructure. The algorithm for reducing the video quality if
necessary is specified as algorithm degrade:
1 algorithm_degrade(sample_rate){
2
for (level = 1; level <= MAX_LEVEL; level++){
3
if(rate_table[level] < sample_rate){
4
return level;
5
}
6
}
7
return MAX_LEVEL;
8 }

More generally, we also need to adapt to increased available
network bandwidth (e.g., when congestion eases). This will
require us to discover the extra available bandwidth, and to
improve the requested video quality accordingly. Algorithm
algorithm adapt is designed to perform this more general
adaptation. It is called when a new sample rate value
is obtained. The algorithm calculates the difference, diff,
of sample rate minus the expected data arrival rate. If
the difference is negative and exceeds a threshold value, we
conclude that there is not sufficient bandwidth to sustain
the current video quality, and use algorithm degrade to
reduce the quality of the requested video. Otherwise, if we
record sufficient bandwidth for more than MAX DELAY sample
periods, we optimistically assume that there is extra bandwidth
available, and attempt to achieve the highest “ideal” video
quality, ideal level, desired by this client. If this ideal
quality cannot be sustained, then algorithm degrade will
soon be triggered again to reduce the video quality. Otherwise,
the client enjoys its desired video quality, and no further
control actions are needed.
1 algorithm_adapt(sample_rate){
2
diff = sample_rate - rate_table[current_level];
3
if (diff < 0) {
4
if (|diff| < threshold *
rate_table[current_level]) {
5
if (recover_delay++ < MAX_DELAY) {
6
new_level = current_level;
7
} else {
8
new_level = ideal_level;
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9
recover_delay = 0;
10
}
11
} else {
12
new_level = algorithm_degrade(sample_rate);
13
}
14 } else {
15
if (recover_delay++ < MAX_DELAY) {
16
new_level = current_level;
17
} else {
18
new_level = ideal_level;
19
recover_delay = 0;
20
}
21 }
22 return new_level;
23 }

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We report experimental results using our system prototype
to quantify the performance of our router and the GMS service.
Our experimental router is a Pentium III/866 MHz machine
with 128 MBytes of RAM and running Linux RedHat 2.2.4.
All the J-Sim components run with IBM JDK 1.3 for Linux.
The version of J-Sim used in the experiments is v1.0. The
CROSS/Linux router version is v1.0. End systems include Sun
Ultra-10s running SunOS 5.6, Pentinum III PCs running Linux
2.2.4, iPAQ H3600s running Familiar Linux 2.4.18. Because
of limited space, we will only present selected performance
results; further results can be found in [6].

TCP sockets. It achieves an RTT slightly more than twice that
of the C implementation. There are two reasons why the Java
implementation is not quite as efficient as C: (1) the overhead
induced by JNI (the package to create Java native methods)
that copies the IGMP packet data between the Java runtime
space and the native method runtime space, and (2) the “server
processing delay” for the Java IGMP server implementation
is higher than its C counterpart (see Table II). However, we
believe that the achieved efficiency is adequate for a control
service like IGMP, and is a reasonable price to pay for the
software engineering advantages of ACA components.
For the IGMP server processing overhead, the breakdown is
shown in Table II. The time of “receive IGMP packet” is only
measured for the default Java implementation. It is the time
to retrieve an IGMP packet from the DataInputStream
of the Java socket after the TCP connection is accepted.
“Process IGMP data” gives the time for the IGMP server to
process the IGMP data and extract group membership and
video quality level information after a raw IP packet has been
received. “Update routing table” is the time to update the
kernel multicast routing table interfacing with the gmc element
on the forwarding plane. The time used to send back a reply
to the IGMP client is given in “Send reply”.
B. Impact of GMS on video playback

A. Microbenchmark performance of J-Sim components
The easiest way to implement JSocket is to use the default
Java TCP socket API to encapsulate J-Sim routing messages.
However, since most routing protocols run at the IP layer, TCP
encapsulated routing messages will not work with standard
peer routers. We have therefore implemented JSocket in Java
native methods using raw sockets to convert J-Sim routing
messages into their standard formats. We aim to quantify the
processing overhead of such packet conversion.
Our experiments measure the round trip time (RTT) of
IGMP messages sent between an IGMP client and an IGMP
server. The time is measured as the delay between when the
client sends a join message to the server and when the server
sends back a reply. To factor out the effect of the network
link, we run both client and server as separate processes on
the same machine, and connect the two through a loop-back IP
address. We compare the achieved RTT of a C implementation
with two Java implementation versions: one using original Java
TCP sockets and another using our implementation of native
raw sockets. For Java TCP socket, the default configuration is
with Nagle’s algorithm enabled. We have also experimented
with Nagle’s algorithm disabled to greatly reduce the delay
for small message transfers as in our experiments. Our delay
measurements are obtained with a native Java method, called
gethrtime(), that we implemented to return timestamps in
s resolution and with an overhead of about 60 ns.
Breakdown of the RTT time into different components is
shown in Table I. Reported numbers are averages over 1000
request-reply messages sent back to back between client and
server.
From Table I, the Java implementation with raw sockets is
significantly more efficient than the Java implementation with

A wavelet video decoder runs at each end system to play
back scaled video forwarded by a CROSS/Linux router. We
demonstrate how GMS may impact video playback at a receiver, especially the energy capacity for the mobile handheld
devices.
We expect some GMS clients to be mobile devices, for
which energy is an important system resource. We measure
the energy consumption of wavelet video playback at different
quality levels, when running on an iPAQ H3600 pocket PC
fitted with an IEEE 802.11b wireless interface card. For the experiments, the video playback rate is fixed at 3 frames/second,
to match the relatively limited processing capacity of the iPAQ,
which does not have a hardware floating point unit to perform
calculation-intensive image processing.
The energy used, , in playing back a video is then
calculated as:


    !"$#
(1)
where  $ denotes the average current drawn,  denotes
the voltage of the power supply, and   %" # denotes the

playback duration that is always 100 seconds in this experiment.
The total energy consumption in Table III shows the reduction in energy consumption as we go from high to low
video quality. We notice that at level one, the iPAQ is actively
processing data for a larger fraction of the playback time,
whereas for level 33, the iPAQ is idle longer between playback
of consecutive frames. This explains the energy reduction
between different quality levels.
There are three major consumers of energy during video
playback: the video display, the network interface, and iPAQ
,
,
local processing (CPU, memory, etc), denoted as

'& )(
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C. End-to-end GMS adaptation performance
We measure the end-to-end performance of GMS adaptation. We use the traffic controller (TC) as a tool to limit the
bandwidth of end systems to emulate network congestion. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. In the setup, cordoba
is the wavelet video server, sevilla is a CROSS/Linux router
supporting GMS, cadiz is a machine running TC to limit its
egress bandwidth when forwarding the scaled wavelet video
destinated for madrigal, the video client.
wavelet video server
wavelet video
stream
cordoba

traffic controller

CROOS/Linux Router
sevillla

Scaled video
cadiz

Scaled video
video display

Limited BW

video display
802.11b

50
No adaptation
With adaptation

45
40
35
PSNR (dB)

and  , respectively. We have further estimated the relative
energy use of these components during video playback. These
estimates are given in Table III. For a baseline comparison,
the row labeled “idle” corresponds to the estimates when the
iPAQ is simply turned on but not doing video playback. From
the table, notice that much of the energy saving as we go from
high to low video quality is a result of reduced processing by
the network interface.
To get an idea of the maximum energy saving that can
be potentially achieved, we may deduct the idle energy use
for the three components from the corresponding energy use
during playback at the different quality levels. By doing so, we
compute the percentage energy saving achieved over level one.
The results in Table III show that much of the energy saving
would still come from the network, but significant energy
saving would then be possible for the other two components
also.

30
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5
0
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Time (second)

15

20

Fig. 4. PSNR profile of video playback with available bandwidth of 100
Kbit/s, with and without adaptation.

network bandwidth to 100 Kbit/s. Notice that in the case of
no adaptation, the video playback essentially fails (only 19
frames are successfully displayed with average PSNR of 0.93
dB). With adaptation, however, the client finds out about the
bandwidth reduction after a delay of about 1.5 seconds and
changes the quality level to 26. The new video quality is still
too high to be sustained. About one second later, the client
further adjusts the video quality level to 33, which then allows
the video to be played back at an appropriately degraded
quality. As a result, 213 frames are successfully displayed,
with an average PSNR of 13.78 dB. The sudden drop of PSNR
after 18 seconds happens because the bandwidth requirement
of the video increases due to a scene change around 18
seconds. The required bandwidth is significantly larger than
the current available network bandwidth, and causes the video
quality degradation. Such a problem could be mitigated by
certain image processing techniques of error concealment, but
is beyond the scope of the present work.

iPAQ
madrigal

Fig. 3.

Experimental setup for adaptation mechanism.

Our adaptation strategy allows clients to decide the video
quality level desired locally, without relying on the routers
(i.e., the approach is client-driven). The advantages are: (1)
reduced control messages – end systems only send requests
when necessary, without the need for periodic heartbeat messages that inform the routers of the available bandwidth, and
(2) reduced load on routers, each of which may be shared by
a large number of clients.
In the experiment, the client initially requests a video
quality level of one. The playback duration is 20 seconds
for total 300 frames. (The video frame rate is 15 frames/s.)
The quality can be sustained when the network bandwidth
is not restricted (100 Mbit/s). Then, we use TC to limit
the available bandwidth to 100 Kbit/s. Fig. 4 profiles the
achieved PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio, a higher value
of which means less distortion of image) with and without
the adaptation mechanism, immediately after the reduction of

V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented the design and implementation of a
software router supporting Java-based ACA components as
building blocks of router services. The use of ACA components simplifies code development, achieves platform independence, and facilitates module composition and reuse. In
particular, through our JSocket design, we are able to provide
a generic means of adapting and leveraging a significant base
of Internet, IntServ, and DiffServ protocol simulation modules
for actual deployment on our router platform. As a case study,
we have reused the J-Sim DVMRP and IGMP modules in
realizing a generalized multicast service (GMS) for adaptive
video streaming to heterogeneous users. We show that the use
of J-Sim components, while not quite as efficient as native C
implementations, has acceptable performance for control plane
services. We also detailed how GMS may impact video clients
in terms of CPU processing, network bandwidth, and energy
requirements. Our results show that wavelet video scaling can
be highly effective in gracefully matching the video playback
quality to varying availabilities of these resources. Finally,
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GMS allows the video quality to be automatically negotiated
in response to changing system conditions. In future work,
we aim to further detail our router’s performance (transfer
throughput, detailed processing overheads for each component,
etc) and to realize a component-based software environment
for hybrid simulation, emulation, and synthesis of network
protocols.
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TABLE I
B REAKDOWN OF IGMP REQUEST RTT IN
Send IGMP packet
IGMP server processing
Average RTT
Slowdown over C

Java
31
9995
10026
119.4

Java w/o Nagle’s
509
131
640
7.6

S.

Java raw socket
117
79
186
2.2

TABLE II
B REAKDOWN OF IGMP S ERVER PROCESSING OVERHEAD IN
Receive IGMP packet
Process IGMP data
Update routing table
Send reply

Java
9881
22
53
22

Java w/o Nagle’s
45
21
42
16

C
61
23
84
1

S.

Java raw socket
19
44
12

C
11
4
6

TABLE III
E NERGY CONSUMPTION AND RELATIVE SAVING FOR EACH VIDEO QUALITY LEVEL IN J.



Level 1
Level 5
Level 15
Level 25
Level 33
idle

(% saving)
471.7 (0)
437.5 (21.5)
366.7 (65.9)
337.8 (84.1)
326.7 (91.1)
312.5 (-)



(% saving)
55.5 (0)
50.9 (30.8)
49.8 (38.3)
51.1 (29.5)
47.8 (51.7)
40.6 (-)



(% saving)
273.9 (0)
272.8 (9.2)
271.8 (17.5)
271.3 (21.7)
270.9 (25)
261.9 (-)

  
801.1
761.2
688.3
660.2
645.4
615

